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journey from Göteborg to Skövde
 
Took just one hour with the up to 
180 km/h fast X2000 train.
In my mind it is well swedish 
designed from the outside, but it 
has an unexpected ugly brown 
interior inside.
No IKEA in trains and second 
surprise: No IKEA in Skövde!

Stereotypes can be so wrong.

SKÖVDE
WS 2007                           HIS.se Martin from the Tirol:

„If this Erasmus 
semester showed me one 
thing.
Than that you don‘t 
discover the world by 
holiday. 
You discover the world 
by living!“

THE MOST IMPORTANT SEMESTER FOR MY LIFE ...
If I sum up the engineering knowledge I gathered during the university studies, I should be disappointed.

But an abroad semester is SO much more! It opened my mind in a way I didn‘t expect before. Now read:

take the chance
I made my mind to do an abroad 

semester already when I started my 

EcoEnergy studies at the Upper Austria 

University of Applied Sciences, Campus Wels.

 My favorite countries have been - as 

they are still although I will visit two of them 

the first time in one month - New Zealand, 

Australia, Canada and Norway. But the young 

university FH-Wels with only about 1000 

students had no partner universities in those 

countries. But there was the chance to go 

almost everywhere in the EU, which was over 

the Erasmus program very easy to manage.

I put all university locations in google 

earth to get an overview. Then I checked all 

possibilities with my main criteria:

• outdoor sports(MTB, climbing ...)

• nice surroundings

• suitable study program

• high english speaking level

• modern university

• no other known student goes there

Yes, those were my interesting criteria 

and Sweden won the contest. I was curious 

to explore the mystical Scandinavia for a 

longer time than a holiday and find out how 

life is for the people far north.

The administrative part was not difficult 

at all. Thanks to our international coordinator 

Silke Weineck and Desiderius Erasmus.

travel
Today you can travel anywhere - yes 

anywhere where you want to go on our nice 

planet. That‘s why I don‘t describe how easy 

it is to get to Skövde.

Be sure to get informations and 

experiences in my report that cannot be 

found easily via google. Like this:

I arrived in Skövde to meet my swedish 

contact person Linnea. And crashed into a 

small indian girl. Yes, this is Sweden!

Turn over and find out more. ⇓

Sweden - I love you!
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Sweden

SURVIVAL
The basics of 
living:

• food
• sleep
• internet

more? ⇓

FREE TIME
Use it:

• Outdoor
• Indoor
• Party
- Mainstream

more? ⇓ ⇓

STUDIES
Go off-topic 
and open your 
mind.
Collaborate 
with different 
cultures and 
attitudes.

more? ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

PEOPLE
Don‘t expect 
them to 
approach you. 
Open your life 
to them and 
see what 
happens.

more? ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

Yes, 
especially for me, 

from the Alps, 
Sweden is really flat. 
But you find beauty 

everywhere!

DI
SC

OV
ER

 IT
 ...

T H I S   I S   W H A T   I   E X P E R I E N C E D

http://www.solarthermienator.com
http://www.solarthermienator.com
http://www.solarthermienator.com
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Living in Sweden. One of the small 
number of grown up countries.

Iceland, Norway, Australia, Canada, 

Ireland and Sweden! Those are the countries 

which s tood in f ront o f the Human 

Development Index (HDI) of the best countries 

to live 2007. The factors to determine them 

were:

• educational attainment

• adjusted real income

• life expectancy

Let‘s find out how Sweden reached this high 

standard. I‘m not a historic expert and I don‘t 

have internet now to look more up. My 

notebook is just standing in a bad anti-

ergonomic position at my train seat on the 

way to Linz, in the swedish X2000 I would 

have had at least one of the modern life 

elexiers - internet. But now back to my small 

view I have of Sweden's rising.

There is space, a lot of space. This free open 

landscape relaxed me. A high density of 

people leads to tensions - in Sweden you can 

find places to escape and calm down in front 

of almost every house door. They were never 

destroyed by the 1st and 2nd world-war. The 

only memorials which remembered of war 

were I saw were very old. This gave people the 

chance to think about their being in another 

perspective. Society could develop without 

tearing apart tragedies. For example they have 

no protection of their constitution. People 

were never really disappointed by their 

politicians and trust the people they voted. 

This trust is a big advantage for clever 

politicians to set up a grown up society for the 

people. 

Sounds like a shine fairy-tale and I wrote very 

positive. There is still the egoistic monkey in 

everybody, who is easy to follow for a 

joyful(maybe joy-fool) life. Some people 

abused the well developed social system in a 

mean way. That‘s why life doesn‘t get boring 

for people who stand over this egoistic 

monkey. There are always some who make 

troubles and need restrictions.

But they are definitely on the right track.

Now some short tips for people who are still 

afraid of being the fist time on their own in a 

civilized land:

• talk to locals, they speak english and 

know how to survive

• use your common sense and develop 

it in this situation

• problems are there to be solved, don‘t 

let them block or demotivate you

Just do it, this is Sweden and not Congo!

SURVIVAL

The basics of modern living
Survival in the happy EU 
we were born in is not 
really about getting food 
or a shelter.
For me it‘s about 
minimizing these factors  
to get more TIME for all 
never ending possibilities 
we have. To do something 
with our life - to give it 
a sense.

We are so lucky! 

#201

my single 
room in 
Xenia 

Xenia student accommodation

Food bought in WiLLY:S

Google: „Extreme Ironing“

http://www.solarthermienator.com
http://www.solarthermienator.com
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You will have plenty of free time - 
don‘t waste it! For me the real life 
was outdoors.

The better you organize the basics:

• study - as much as you like

• eat - as fast as you like

• wash - as often as you like

• sleep - as less as you like

The more free time you will have to make 

everything of every minute of your life. Now 

imagine yourself making an abroad semester 

in a country you‘ve never been and meeting 

nationalities you‘ve never met before. Plenty of 

possibilities - my advice: Try/Explore/Join and 

enjoy them!

First of all join the events organized by 

the „International Comity“(IC). Especially in the 

first two weeks this group happening are a 

great way to get in touch with your Erasmus 

mates. Of course you will attend the 

Welcome-, International- and Farewell-dinner, 

but I want to recommend two special 

happenings you only get in Sweden. The 

Brännboll tournament(swedish fun baseball) 

and the trip far up north to Abisko and Kiruna.

Then we have the HIFS, a student sports 

organization which organizes basketball, 

hockey, volleyball and a lot of other regular 

week activities to meet people an stay fit.

The only thing I don‘t recommend was 

very popular, the free time McDonalds called 

fitness center! Come‘on, you come to Sweden 

and find nothing better to do than this artificial 

place to give your body the shape mainstream 

society wants from you?

I searched for unique experiences and 

wanted to get to know Swedish people. I 

found both of them through mountain biking 

and rock climbing. The two „klubbs“ I joined 

gave me the chance to get to know the locals 

best. With the mountain bike I could discover 

the surroundings of Skövde and get 

everywhere very fast. Sweden isn‘t indoor, you 

have to go outdoor to feel it.

 Also travel around as often as time and 

money allows it. I‘ve been many days to the 

great cities Göteborg and Stockholm. Now I 

know them even better than my own capital 

Vienna.

I want to finish this chapter with a unique  

experiences abstract of mine to inspire you:

• tenting and climbing with Miquel in 

Stockholm

• b ik ing f rom L idköp ing (bus ) to 

Kinnekulle and watch lake Vänern

• playing computer games at the 

„Dreamhack Lanparty“ in Jönköping

• going fishing and catching only one 

pike in over 30h of enjoying the lakes

• climbing the granite rocks at Billingen 

and Agelsjön

• going by ship to Åland and Helsinki

And you can discover so much more ...

Put your 
tent anywhere. 

Thanks to 
Allemans-

rätten! 

FREE TIME

Freedom with Allemansrätten
The „Everybody's Right“ is 
a speciality of Sweden.

Imagine small Austria with 
a population of 8 million 
and the large swedish 
landscape with just 9 
million.

This huge free land is 
open for the people to 
tent, pick up mushrooms, 
fish and much more!

The Billingen Klätterklubb

Join the Skövde MTB Club

Dog-sledging in Absiko

http://www.solarthermienator.com
http://www.solarthermienator.com
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If your studies give you the chance 
to go abroad for one semester - 
take it!

Checking out the way they teach in 

Sweden was one of the main points why I 

chose to go there. In international comparisons 

Scandinavia is always top placed, let‘s find out 

if this is reflected in the Högskolan of Skövde.

I had very limited chance to find special 

Eco-Energy courses in the university, which is 

with about 6000 students also quite small. 

Anyway every engineering course fitted the 

requirements and improved my skills. But I 

definitely recommend to think outside of the 

own box and register on courses of different 

study programs.

Here are my most important courses:

• Introduction to Model Workshop, was 

a preliminary course to be allowed to work 

in the universities design workshop. This is 

compulsory i f you want attend the 

„Industrial Design Project“ course. For me 

the working with the machines was nothing 

new and the basic instructions were just 

perfectly short. Then we - I worked together 

with two Spanish - had to do a practical 

project. Highly motivated I constructed and 

manufactured a Design Notebook Lifter for 

my Macbook.

• Swedish for Foreign Students, the 

name is program. It‘s a swedish language 

course, where you also learn about the 

culture. Being able to speak Swedish is not 

essential, because everybody - yes really 

everybody - speaks English. But you get to 

know a lot of different people, so don‘t miss 

it! Also coming from Sweden with no 

Swedish language skills is a shame.

• Manufacturing Equipment, a great 

course to learn the theoretical and practical 

basics of ABB industrial robots and SPS 

programming. Magnus - btw. in Sweden you 

call EVERYBODY by his first name - the 

teacher gives a lot of freedom and it‘s really 

challenging solve all problems.

• Industrial Design Project, is the 

chance to be in a team with Swedish Design 

students. You work together with a company 

on a project. It was the course, which I was 

most looking forward to, but became the 

most frustrating one. We wasted a lot of 

time and I quit the project in the middle. 

Nevertheless it was a unique learning 

experience.

• Design Technique , i s a bas ic 

construction course with a bad teacher. I 

told him what he can improve and now I‘m 

still fighting for the ECTS of his course …

Compared to the my full packed Eco-

Energy study at FH-Wels, the HIS-Skövde gave 

only limited knowledge on a basic level.

But remember the first page: „An abroad 

semester is SO much more!“ … it‘s true ⇓

STUDIES

ABB 
industry-robot 

lesson with 
Magnus

International Studies
The most important 
experience I had during my 
university studies was the 
exiting collaboration with 
students from all over the 
world.

I now got an idea of what 
it means to work in a team 
with Chinese, Spanish, 
Pakistani, Mexican, Indian 
and of course Swedish.

Practical Design project

Campanile on the Campus

Burning Sweden‘s biomass

http://www.solarthermienator.com
http://www.solarthermienator.com
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The d ivers i ty o f people is 
overwhelming. This mixture will 
never be the same, no matter 
where or when you go abroad. 

One of the main goals of my Erasmus 

location planning was going alone. It opens 

you much more to new people, when you 

never have people of your daily life around 

you. There are such a lot of great people to 

get to know and even friends for life to find. I 

will never regret this decision.

I want to divide the people you will meet 

in two main groups - Erasmus students and 

Swedish locals.

The first people you will have contact 

with are the Erasmus students. We had a fun  

program the first two weeks to get to know 

each other. Many call this the best time of their 

Erasmus semester. You just don‘t expect to 

meet such a lot of great people from all 

around the world exactly at the place, where 

you chose to go abroad. But I think it doesn‘t 

matter where you choose to go. This unique 

Erasmus atmosphere rises everywhere, when 

such open minded students come together.

But there are always students, which try 

to hide from the others as much as possible. 

This is definitely not the way to take out the 

most of the time. I recommend to always keep 

our door open and eat always in the common 

rooms. Then you experience interessting 

international talking, organize trips, go out 

together and learn a lot for life. Being together 

with the other students is so interesting, that 

you could have fun with them all time - but 

then you miss the second group.

The locals! They are in contrast to the 

Erasmus atmosphere different from culture to 

culture. The stereotype of Swedish says that 

they are shy and reserved people. Many 

complain that they never talked open or even 

found Swedish friends during their abroad 

semester. In my mind these people have this 

stereotype themselves. You just don‘t have to 

expect them to run to meet and hug you. It‘s 

your turn to talk to them.

I joined the Skövde MTB Klubb and 

Billingen Klätterklubb. There I got to know kind 

and open Swedish friends. They made my 

abroad semester to a real Sweden experience. 

Nobody else can tell you better how their life 

is. This is something you must not miss, when 

having the chance to be such a long time in 

another land.

One day a Swedish English teacher from 

Töreboda Skolan invited exchange students to 

share international experience with her 

teenager class. Of course I couldn‘t miss this 

great chance. It became the best experience 

of life in Sweden.

Open yourself and check out as much as 

possible in this time of your life!

PEOPLE

Exploring 
the  Icehotel 

with Erasmus 
friends!

Open yourself, learn tolerance 
and find new friends
Suddenly you meet people 
from all over the world. 
As students you already 
have something in common 
and it‘s so easy to start 
a talk with everybody.

Then you will learn  to 
tolerant and respect the 
unknown by heart.

Friends for life: Miquel

Swedish Skolan in Töreboda

Multicultural party mix

http://www.solarthermienator.com
http://www.solarthermienator.com

